The main findings of a study of the evolution of modifier gene frequencies in models of deterministic population genetics are presented. A wide variety of random mating systems are subject to selection with modifiers operating, in different cases, on mutation rates, dominance, migration between subpopulations, and linkage between other loci. In all these instances the modifier frequencies evolve in such a way as to maximize the mean fitness of the population at equilibrium. This is remarkable since, except for the dominance modifier, the modifier genes are selectively neutral in the sense that they do not affect the fitness of their individual carriers. In nonrandom mating systems the mean fitness concept is not well defined, and there does not appear to be such a simple principle governing the evolution of modifier frequencies. In assortative mating systems modifiers favoring reduced assortment propensities tend to increase. In contrast, for selfing-outcrossing systems modifiers favoring increased selfing tend to increase. This paper highlights several results and qualitative findings (based on a study to be published) concerning the fate of genes that modify parameters that determine the main effects of genes at other loci. The modifier model considered has the following structure. There is a set of primary loci subject to the usual genetic influences of natural selection forces, mutation and migration rates, recombination fraction, and mating behavior and pattern; e.g., as assortment propensities and degree of outcrossing, etc. The genotypes at the secondary (modifier) loci alter the determination of the parameter values delimiting the genetic system and mechanisms corresponding to the primary loci. Linkage relationships may exist between the primary and secondary loci. It is useful to refer to the following specific modifier models.
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(i) Linkage Modification. The existence of genes finely controlling recombination at specific sites are well and increasingly documented (see refs. 1 and 2 for literature cited). In recent years considerable effort has been put forth in the investigation of the fate of modifier alleles that modify linkage between other loci (2-4). These authors mainly deal with an infinite population in which there is a pair of loci, subject to selection and reproduction by random mating. A secondary locus (or actual third locus in the specific genetic system at hand) controls the recombination fraction between the two primary loci while generally not directly altering or affecting the selection regime, operating on the controlled loci. Thus the third locus involving, say, three genotypes MM, Mm, and mm, respectively, determine the recombination fractions ri, r2, and r3 between the primary loci.
(ii) M1odification of Mutation Rate. (iv) Modification of Fitness Coefficients. The secondary locus determines the nature and magnitudes of differential viability, fertility, and segregation distortion factors applicable at the primary loci. Perhaps the first mathematical model with a modifier locus arose from Fisher's theory of evolution of dominance of the sort involving modification of selection coefficients.
(v) Modification of Assortment Parameters or Selfing Rates in Mating Pattern. Here we have a secondary locus where the various modifier genotypes may alter the parameters of assortment or rates of selfing operating at the primary locus such that the assortment rates are under fine genetic control. The feasibility of such genes has been documented (5).
In the general formulation, the modifier and primary genes are distinguished by the degree of direct selection exerted. More specifically, a modifier trait does not contribute in a direct, essential way to the fitness of its carrier. In the examples (i), (ii), and (iii) the modifier genotypes can be regarded as "neutral," whereas in model (iv) the expression of the various modifier genotypes actually alters fitnesses. The concept of fitness in model (v) is ambiguous since mating preferences themselves impose a form of selection (commonly called sexual selection).
The gamete or genotype frequencies pi, P2,..., pm that describe the state of the population admit some locally stable equilibrium p*= (Pl*,p2*,... pm*) = p* (O) that depend on a (or a set of) parameter(s) 0 where the parameter is subject to control by alleles at a modifier locus. (The parameter 0 may prescribe a -set of viabilities, a recombination fraction, a mutation rate, etc.)
The problem concerning evolution of modifier alleles in a genetic system involving primary and modifier loci can be given the following more precise formulation. We assume the system has been at equilibrium with the modifier locus homozygous MM, corresponding to a parameter value ol. The stable equilibrium state of frequency vector p* (01) is that expressed at the primary loci. A new modifier allele, m, is introduced at low frequency, with the property that the genotypes Mm and mm correspond to parameter values 02 and 03, respectively. Provided 02 does not differ much from 01, there will be a nearby equilibrium p* (02). The fact that the parameter values 0, are stipulated to be close tacitly implies that the modifier locus is of a kind mainly exercising fine control.
From our study of numerous cases, it has become convincingly clear that the fate of modifier alleles is governed by secondary selection and the direction of the modifier process can be determined by examination of the mean fitness function at suitable frequency states of the genetic system at the primary loci. The meanfitness W(p) of a population configuration corresponding to p, the frequency vector of parental types at maturation in the current generation, is the expected number of mature types in the next generation measured relative to W(e) (normalized to 1) with e the particular frequency vector e-(1/m,=/m,... ,1/m). The modifier allele, m, will increase in frequency when F(02) > F(01) and will go extinct if F(02) < F(61). A succinct representation of the principle is in terms of a secondary selection factor, effective at the modifier locus. Consider the two-allele, onelocus array with the assigned fitness coefficients as indicated. Neutral Alleles and Induced Selection. In the examples of modification of mutation and migration rates, and in models of recombination fraction modifiers, the modifier alleles do not affect the fitness of their carriers and, hence, must be viewed as selectively neutral alles. In these neutral-cases, when a modifier allele is introduced at low frequency into a population previously at equilibrium, as already asserted, the fate of the all of the particular models of random mating examined for Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 69 (1972) aRele, whether it will increase or decrease in frequency, is determined by mean fitness relationships; this may appear somewhat paradoxical. It has been argued vigorously recently by some authors that selectively neutral genes could only progress in small finite populations, and there under the influence of random drift. It appears from our investigation that modifier genes, which are truly selectively neutral at the level of the individual, evolve under the direction of Darwinian selection, actually a kind of secondary selection. Analogous arguments were advanced by Feldman (4).
Slow Rates of Evolution of Modifier Alleles. Modifier genes are most easily detected in natural populations when they have pronounced discrete effects, corresponding in the models to large values of the parameter change02 -01. On the other hand, the parameters 0 under modification will most often be inherited as quantitative characters subject to control by modifying genes at many different loci with individually minute effects (small 02 -01). The rate of progress of the frequencies of modifier alleles is governed by the dominant eigenvalue X* = 1 + 'y(O2-01), displayed in [21, and will be slow if X* is nearly equal to 1. Thus in the most common case of modifiers with small effects, the evolutionary process will proceed extremely slowly as partially effective modifiers are accumulated at different loci. On this theme three salient facts emanating from the analyses of models of mutation, migration, or recombination modification are now highlighted.
(i) When dominance of M to m occurs such that 02 = 01, then automatically X* = 1 and the fate of the modifier m allele is generally undetermined. Whether the m allele initially at low frequency increases in frequency or is lost from the population can only be discerned from analysis of the full transformation equations of the total genetic systems. In all events, since i* = 1, the changes in the process are very slow, transpiring at most at an algebraic rate.
(ii) When F(01) = F(02) (with possibly 01 F 02) so that dominance occurs in the guise of the induced selection force by way of the mean fitness function, we find that -y = 0 (see [2 ] ) and again X* = 1. Usually in this case, for the coupled genetic system (primary and modifier loci combined), a curve of equilibria can be identified. The population dynamics of the process are such that slight departure from the curve induces rapid return of the frequency vector to the curve (not necessarily converging to the same point at which the perturbation emanated). Cases of F(01) = F(02) with 01 $ 02 are manifested in the recombination modification model where 0 determines a recombination rate at the primary loci corresponding to a nonepistatic stable equilibrium point (i.e., an equilibrium with zero linkage disequilibrium).
(iii) Another case of slow evolution (actually X* = 1) of the modifier allele arises when the parameter value 01 determines the smallest permissible value of its range. In particular, for the recombination modifier model, departure or approach to zero recombination is for all selection regimes always extremely slow (at best at an algebraic rate), even when the heterozygote Mm corresponds to a recombination rate r2 substantially larger than zero. (i) For zero rates the dominant eigenvalue is 1, which means that the evolution is exceptionally slow in such extreme cases.
(ii) Moreover, as the rates become sufficiently small, it is conceivable that the pertinent selection regimes change countering the reduction of these parameters, since small parameters diminish potential for adaptation to varying environments.
(iii) There is commonly manifested a discontinuity or degeneracy in the stable configurations of the models for zero parameter value that precludes the attainment and realization of a single stable state for these extreme parameter specifications.
Contrasts in Models for Modification of Rates of Some Inbreeding Systems. There appears to be no single criterion that characterizes the evolution of alleles controlling selling or assortment rates associated with a given locus. The following results specifically attest to this conclusion.
(i) Modifier alleles that favor reduced propensities for assortment tend to increase.
(ii) In sharp contrast to modification of assortment propensities, modification of selfing patterns appears to go in the direction of increased selfing rates. It is puzzling and challenging to try to explicate the markedly different results deduced for modification of assortment against selfing rates, especially in that the one-locus equations describing changes in genotype frequencies for assortment and selfing populations coincide.
The differences in the transformation equations for these two mating systems become pronounced only in describing the situation where the modifier locus controls the mutation rate Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 69 (1972) mating patterns involving two or more loci.
(iii) For very low or high parameters under modification of selfing or assortment rates, the gene frequency of modifier alleles change very slowly at an algebraic rate.
An analog of the mean fitness principle is lacking for the modifier models of nonrandom mating discussed in this paragraph. The general problem of introducing an evaluation of "selection effects" associated with mating structure or behavior remains insufficiently analyzed. It appears that ordering relations among several quantities may be needed to provide an appropriate concept for determination of the fate of modifier alleles controlling propensities for various forms of inbreeding.
